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Present Perfect Test
Write the verbs in brackets in the Present Perfect

1. I ____ and fought alongside many people in my time. (to work)

2. And the wife and I, we ____ a little cottage on a lake. (to buy)

3. He ____ indifferent at times and less than urgent about what is needed. (to seem)

4. She ____ down offers of help from friends, fearing they might unknowingly bring the 
coronavirus into her home. (to turn)

5. They ____ over before. (to start)

6. He ____ his new novel. (to finish)

7. It ____ installation of the panels with plans for them to be in all the company's stores 
within seven days. (to start)

8. I ____ drinking, I don't smoke, either, when I'm touring. (to stop)

9. They ____ the way they've wanted to. (not to finish)

10. Why ____ in a separate house for more than a year? (you, to live)

11. How long ____ your S3? (you, to own)

12. She ____ two horse books and participates in oral interp. (to write)

13. He ____ at the feet of literary giants. (to sit)

14. Producers could avoid the penalty by showing that they ____ the label most of the 
time. (to include)

15. Who ____? (he, to meet)

16. I ____ names of the towns and villages and removed names of castes and 
communities. (to change)

17. We ____ online registration for volunteer health workers. (to open)

18. The company said it ____ workers the option of taking unpaid time off. (to offer)

19. She ____ in 106 games in Husker career. (to play)

20. What ____ on his own? (he, to create)
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Answers to the present perfect test

1. have worked

2. have bought

3. has seemed

4. has turned

5. have started

6. has finished

7. has started

8. have stopped

9. have not finished

10. have you lived

11. have you owned

12. has wrote

13. has sat

14. have included

15. has he met

16. have changed

17. have opened

18. has offered

19. has played

20. has he created
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